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Abstract
Digital signatures provide a non-repudiation mechanism for documents or messages. The digital signature are used to
validate the integrity of the documents or messages to protect them against tampering as well as to establish the
authenticity and to provide genuineness. In order to establish the non-repudiation, digital signature mechanism is
backed up by a complex certifying authority (CA) mechanism to certify the individual signers so that their public key
can be used with trust on the CA to verify the digital signatures. This mechanism however requires the issuance of
digital signature certificates, verification of the individual’s credentials and the legal support for digital signatures.
Often the verification of the credentials involve physical means for the verification, as is usually demanded by law.
India provides a unique proposition of Aadhaar, where the residents of the country are provided a unique onlineverifiable identity after credential verifications, registration of fingerprint and iris biometric. Aadhaar provides a service
of authentication as well as “know-your-customer” through online authorization by the identified individual. These
services are provided by Aadhaar through a network of Aadhaar-authorized agencies.
Esign integrates the powerful Aadhaar authentication service with certification authority services and provides onetime use certificates along with digital signatures on the documents provided by an individual. This mechanism
therefore provide an instant method of obtaining a variety of e-governance services which are tenable under the
applicable laws and provide non-repudiation. In this talk, we discuss the mechanism of ESign, its powerful features and
domains where such technology can be effectively used. We also discuss implementation and issues related to the
implementation and techniques to overcome them.
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